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A B S T R A C T

Enterprise Interoperability is the ability of enterprises to interoperate in order to achieve their business

goals. Although the purpose of enterprise interoperability is determined at the business level, the use of

technical (IT) services to support business services implies that interoperability solutions at both the

business and technical level should be aligned. This paper introduces and demonstrates the suitability of

an approach based on model transformations to automate enterprise interoperability. We start by

considering that a set of enterprises are willing to interoperate in the context of their individual goals.

The interactions necessary for their cooperation are then properly captured in terms of a so-called

choreography. Our approach allows a choreography to be mapped and transformed to an orchestration,

which defines the operation of the actual technical services of the interoperating enterprises. The paper

discusses the technical challenges of implementing the transformation, and illustrates our approach

with two application scenarios.
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1. Introduction

Enterprise Interoperability (EI) can be defined as ‘‘the ability of
enterprises to interoperate in order to achieve their business goals
without special effort from the customer or user’’ [1]. Although the
purpose of enterprise interoperability is determined at the
business level, the extensive use of technical (IT) services to
support business services implies that interoperability solutions at
both the business and technical level should be aligned, in order to
enable effective and efficient inter-enterprise collaborations [2].
However, problems caused by incompatibilities between technical
enterprise systems (e.g., data inconsistencies, inconsistent inter-
faces) have been obstacles to EI. This holds especially in dynamic
business environments, in which enterprises have to quickly adapt
to changes in the internal organisation of the enterprise, in market
demands and opportunities, in partners and intent of business
collaborations (e.g., due to mergers and acquisitions), and in the
supporting technologies [3].
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Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) has been introduced as a
design principle for business and technical services [2,4–7]. SOA
promotes reusability, since it prescribes the use of the service
abstraction to decouple business functions from technology
platforms, bringing many benefits to EI at both business and
technology levels. Model-Driven Architecture (MDA, [8]) is an
approach to systems development that prescribes the use of
models to capture system abstractions, and the use of model
transformations to automate development tasks [9,10]. The
potential benefits of applying MDA to SOA at both business and
technical service levels have been extensively acknowledged in the
literature [4,6,11].

This paper aims at introducing and demonstrating the
suitability of an approach based on model transformations to
automate EI. This paper assumes that interoperability require-
ments from the business level are already captured by choreogra-
phies of technical services, and proposes an MDA-based
transformation approach to move (semi-)automatically from these
choreographies to interoperable technical services supported by
orchestrations. The paper discusses our approach in detail, by
considering the technical challenges of implementing the ap-
proach and its limitations. We start by assuming that a set of
enterprises are willing to interoperate, i.e., they identify common
grounds for meaningful interactions in the context of their
individual goals. Based on these interactions, a model of the
cooperation is defined, in terms of a so-called choreography. The
roach to enterprise interoperability at the technical service level,
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proposed approach allows a choreography to be mapped and
transformed to an orchestration, which defines the behaviour of an
orchestrator component that coordinates the operation of the
actual technical services of the interoperating enterprises. The
transformation from a choreography to an orchestration can be
automated to a large extent, which enhances the efficiency and
accuracy of the development process.

This paper is further structured as follows: Section 2 gives the
background of this work, Section 3 introduces and justifies the
mappings between choreographies and orchestrations supported in
our approach, Section 4 describes our transformation approach in
more technical detail, Section 5 explains the implementation of the
model transformations developed in this work, Section 6 presents
two application examples, Section 7 discusses related work, Section
8 presents our design decisions and the limitations of our approach
and Section 9 presents the conclusions and future work.

2. Background

Once enterprises agree to collaborate at the business service
level, their technical services have to interoperate in order to
support the business goals of this collaboration. The interopera-
bility of technical services needs to be described at different levels,
not only to allow the definition of interoperability requirements,
but also to precisely prescribe the interactions (message
exchanges) that are necessary in order to fulfil these interopera-
bility requirements. The fulfilment of interoperability require-
ments determines the effectiveness (correctness) of the
collaboration, and indirectly implies that the business goals are
properly supported. Therefore techniques are necessary to allow
the description of interoperability requirements and the derivation
of proper technical solutions to fulfil these requirements. In our
approach we want choreographies (message exchanges) ultimate-
ly to be enforced by an automated system, therefore a transfor-
mation from choreographies to orchestrations is necessary. Such
transformation enforces the automatic derivation of proper
solutions at technical service level, by fulfilling the interoperability
requirements defined at business service level.
Sales Dept. Manufacturer 
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Fig. 1. Sequence diagram of p
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2.1. Choreographies

In our research, we assume that a collaboration among
enterprises is described using a choreography model. A choreog-
raphy model relates to technical services, but at the highest
possible abstraction level. It abstracts from the internal processes
of business actors, and constrains the interoperation of business
actors in terms of abstract message exchanges. The relationship
between enterprise collaboration at the business level and the
most abstract technical level has been covered by several authors,
and is outside the scope of this paper. For example, in [12,13], the
authors describe a method to derive a choreography (a coordina-
tion model) from an enterprise collaboration model that focuses on
the value exchange between business actors (a value model). In
[14], value models and goal models (i.e., models that focus on the
goals of the business partners in a collaboration) are considered in
combination as a starting point for deriving a web services
composition that support the enterprise collaboration.

A choreography defines the common behaviour of interacting
parties in terms of ordering constraints, alternatives and time
constraints [15]. Choreographies describe public message
exchanges, in the sense that they do not reveal how each particular
interacting party is internally organised to comply with the
prescribed common behaviour. Since they abstract from the
contribution of each partner to the collaboration and ignore the
internal structure of the participants, choreographies are consid-
ered to be at a relatively high-level of abstraction [15–17].

We illustrate the choreography concept with a purchase order
scenario, which consists of a customer, a sales department, a
manufacturing department (manufacturer in short), a stock
department, a shipment department and a billing department.
The sales department receives the purchase order from customer
and forwards it to the manufacturer, which in its turn requests the
stock department service to check the availability of the ordered
goods. In response, the stock department provides the information
and the status of the ordered goods to the manufacturer. The
manufacturer then requests the shipping department for the
arrangement of the shipment of the goods, and receives a
Stock Dept. Shipment Dept. Billing Dept.

o

nse

endShipInfo

pInfoResponse

SendBillInfo

BillInfoReponse

urchase order scenario.

roach to enterprise interoperability at the technical service level,
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Listing 1
Example of WS-CDL collaboration constructs.

<rol eTy pe name = “Ma nuf act ure rDe pt” >
<beha vio r na me ="M anu fac tur erBe hav ior "/>

</ro leT ype >
...
<rel ati onsh ipT ype na me =”M anu ToB illi ng” >
<rol eTy pe type Ref =" tns :Ma nuf act urer Dep t "/>
<role Typ e ty peR ef= " tns: Bil lin gDep t"/ >

</re lat ions hip Typ e>
...
<par tic ipan tTy pe nam e=” Ma nuf act urer Dep tPa rti cip ant ”>
<rol eTy pe type Ref =”t ns: Man ufa ctu rerD ept “ />
</pa rti cipa ntT ype >
...
<cha nne lTyp e name =”B ill ing Cha nnel ”>
<rol eTy pe beha vio r= “Bi lli ngB eha vior ” type Ref =” tns :Bi llin gDe pt” />
<ref ere nce >

<toke n na me= ”tn s:B ill ing Ref ” />
</re fer ence >
</ch ann elTy pe>
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confirmation from the shipment department as response. Concur-
rently, the manufacturer invokes the billing department to
calculate the total cost. Upon receiving the billing information,
the manufacturer sends the purchase order response to sales
department, which includes the date of the shipment and the total
cost of the goods. Finally the customer receives the purchase order
response through the sales department. Fig. 1 shows a sequence
diagram that describes these interactions at a high-level of
abstraction, representing the choreography of the collaboration
between the services of the different departments.

Many languages have been defined in the last years to describe
choreographies, such as WSCI [18], WS-CDL [19] and BPEL4Chor
[20]. In this paper we consider choreographies described using
WS-CDL, which is a W3C recommendation and as such it is widely
used. WS-CDL is a declarative, XML-based language to specify
choreographies in terms of collaborations, and is supported by
(Eclipse) tools, like the Pi4SOA WS-CDL editor.1

A collaboration in WS-CDL is specified with the participantType,
roleType, relationshipType and channelType constructs. A partici-

pantType represents an entity that plays a particular set of roles in
the collaboration. A roleType represents a role in terms of a
particular observable behaviour performed by a participant. A
relationshipType defines the relation between roleTypes. A chan-

nelType is a point of communication between the participantTypes,
and specifies where and how message is exchanged. Listing 1
describes the collaboration between the manufacturer and the
billing department in the purchase order scenario presented in
Fig. 1.

In addition, WS-CDL offers constructs to handle information
and to define activities (behaviours), which are described as
actions to be performed by one or more participants. Detailed
information on WS-CDL is outside the scope of this paper, for
which we refer to [19].

2.2. Orchestrations

An orchestration defines the coordination between services
defined from the point of view of an orchestration process that
handles this coordination [16,17]. An example of orchestration can
be identified in Fig. 1, if we concentrate on the behaviour of the
manufacturer service, and define it so that it can be performed by
an orchestration engine.
1 http://pi4soa.sourceforge.net/.
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Some languages have been defined to describe orchestrations,
like WSFL and XLANG, which have been combined in BPEL4WS
[21], and its successor WS-BPEL [22]. In this paper we consider an
orchestration defined using WS-BPEL since it is an OASIS standard
and is strongly supported by (commercial) tools.

Similar to WS-CDL, WS-BPEL is XML-based, i.e., processes
described with WS-BPEL are instances of the WS-BPEL XML
schema. WS-BPEL is a language for describing the behaviour of a
business process based on interactions between the process and its
partners in either an executable or declarative (abstract) way. A
business process can use services to invoke business functions, and
the process itself can be exposed as a service. A process is at the root
of a WS-BPEL process definition. A partnerLink allows the definition
of relations between ports of the WS-BPEL process and ports of
other services, and the assignment roles in these relations (myRole

and partnerRole). Process variables are used to hold data that are
needed to maintain the state of the WS-BPEL process.

WS-BPEL also allows the definition of basic and structured
activities to define process behaviours. Some basic activities can be
used to define an interaction with a partner, such as, for example,
invoke to invoke a partner service, receive to receive a service
invocation and reply to send a response message for a service
invocation. Other basic activities are assign to update the value of
variables, and throw to generate a service level fault. Structured
activities are normally used to represent the ordering of the
activities, and include sequence to represent sequential ordering,
flow to represent activities executed in parallel, and if, while and
switch to represent conditional execution, looping and conditional
branching, respectively. Listing 2 shows an excerpt of the
manufacturer process of the purchase order scenario discussed
in Fig. 1.

Detailed information on WS-BPEL is outside the scope of this
paper, for which we refer to [22].

3. Mapping choreographies to orchestrations

Since a choreography defines the common behaviour of
cooperating services without considering how the individual
contribution of these services is performed, a choreography can be
considered to be at a higher level of abstraction than the
orchestration(s) that implement the choreography. Furthermore,
a given choreography can in principle be refined in terms of
orchestration(s) in many alternative ways, depending on the
responsibilities assigned to each individual orchestration or
service. In the literature, two general strategies have been
roach to enterprise interoperability at the technical service level,
07.006
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Listing 2
Excerpt of WS-BPEL process for the manufacturer service.

<pro ces s na me= "Ma nuf act ure rDe ptP roce ss" ta rge tna mes pac e="h ttp :// www .pi 4so a.o rg/p urc has eOr der ">
<par tne rLin k name ="M anu fac tur erDe ptP art ici pan tTy pe” my Role ="M anu fac tur erD ept Part ici pan tRo le"

partn erL inkT ype ="M anu fac tur erD ept Part ici pan tLT "/>
<par tne rLin k name ="B ill ing Dep tPa rtic ipa ntT ype " part ner Role ="B ill ing Dep tPa rti cip antR ole "

par tne rLi nkT ype= "Bi lli ngD ept Par tic ipan t"/ >
...
<var iab le name ="B ill ing lnf o" mess age Typ e=" Bil lin gln fo" />
...
<seq uen ce>
<flow >

<se quen ce>
<invo ke ope rat ion ="s end Bill " inpu tVa ria ble ="B ill Info " part ner Lin k=" Bil lDe ptPa rti cip ant "

outp utV aria ble =". .." />
<recei ve ope rat ion ="S end Bil l" vari abl e=" Bil lIn foR espo nse " part ner Lin k=" Bil lDep tPa rti cip ant " />
</s eque nce >

...
</flow >

</sequenc e>
</process >
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identified to map choreographies to orchestrations, namely to use
decentralised orchestrations or a centralised orchestration [3,23,24].

In our approach, we consider the transformation from a
choreography to a centralised orchestration, because this strategy
is more widely practiced and yields simpler results. In a centralised
orchestration, an orchestrator component2 is responsible for the
coordination of all the participating services [23]. Conceptually we
defined a mapping from the choreography to the orchestrator,
which is the central component that coordinates the cooperation.
This mapping embodies the design decision of applying centralised
orchestration which is explained in detail in [3,26]. Since we
consider that choreographies and orchestrations are defined using
WS-CDL and WS-BPEL, respectively, we defined a mapping from
WS-CDL language constructs to WS-BPEL language constructs
inspired by [27,28] that complies with our conceptual mapping.
Table 1 shows the mapping of WS-CDL to WS-BPEL language
constructs that we considered in this work.

4. Transformation approach

We aimed at automating the transformation of a choreography
specified in WS-CDL into a centralised orchestration specified in
WS-BPEL. In order to be able to perform this transformation, we
elicited the metamodels of these two languages, and defined a
transformation from WS-CDL metamodel elements to WS-BPEL
metamodel elements according to the mapping depicted in Table 1.
This allows the transformation to be performed by a transforma-
tion engine, such that any WS-CDL model (instance of the WS-CDL
metamodel) can be transformed into a WS-BPEL model (instance of
the WS-BPEL metamodel). Fig. 2 shows our model transformation
approach in terms of its MDA artefacts (metamodels, models and
model transformation). In Fig. 2 we omit elements like the
knowledge and pragmatics used to define the transformation.

This transformation approach has been defined (amongst
others) in [8] and characterises (metamodelling-based) model
transformation, which is one of the cornerstones of Model-Driven
Engineering. In our approach, a source WS-CDL model is
transformed into a target WS-BPEL model. The transformation
specification is defined using the Atlas Transformation Language
(ATL) [29] and defines transformation rules from WS-CDL
metamodel elements into WS-BPEL metamodel elements, accord-
ing to the mappings shown in Table 1. Since concrete WS-CDL and
WS-BPEL specifications are represented as XML documents that
2 The service offered by an orchestrator component is often called a mediation

service [25].
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comply with their corresponding XML schemas, we had to elicit the
WS-CDL and WS-BPEL metamodels from their XML schemas in
order to define the transformation in terms of metamodel
elements. Initially, we automatically generated the WS-CDL and
WS-BPEL metamodels from their respective schemas as explained
in [30]. Many duplicated or unused model elements were
generated in this way, which unnecessarily complicated the
transformation process. Hence, we adjusted these metamodels
manually from their respective XML schemas by removing the
unnecessary elements. These metamodels are defined in Ecore,
which is the metametamodel language of the Eclipse Modelling
Framework (EMF).3 This allows us to define and execute these
transformations in the Eclipse workbench. Appendix A shows the
WS-CDL and WS-BPEL metamodels used in the transformation
process.

Furthermore, concrete WS-CDL specifications are represented
as XML documents, and the ATL transformation engine expects
models in Ecore (serialised using the XMI format, [31]) so we
defined a transformation from the WS-CDL XML serialisation
format to the Ecore/XMI format. The ATL transformation engine
produces then an Ecore/XMI serialisation of the WS-BPEL model,
which has to be translated to WS-BPEL XML syntax, e.g., in order to
be executed by an orchestration engine. Therefore another
transformation is necessary from the Ecore/XMI serialisation of
the WS-BPEL model to its XML syntax. Fig. 3 shows the
transformation chain that results from the concatenation of these
transformations.

Fig. 3 shows the following transformations:

- Auxiliary transformations, to transform a WS-CDL specification
(XML syntax) to a WS-CDL model in XMI (T1) and to transform a
WS-BPEL model in XMI to a WS-BPEL specification (XML syntax)
(T3).

- Core transformation, to transform a WS-CDL model in XMI to a
WS-BPEL model in XMI (T2).

5. Transformation implementation

Fig. 4 shows the tools and languages we applied in order to
implement the transformation chain4 of Fig. 3. We use the Pi4soa
3 http://www.eclipse.org/modelling/emf/.
4 The source code and all metamodels used in the transformation chain are

available in http://people.cs.uu.nl/ravi/source/source.zip.

roach to enterprise interoperability at the technical service level,
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Table 1
Mapping of WS-CDL to WS-BPEL language constructs.

WS-CDL constructs WS-BPEL constructs Remarks

roleType process per role bpel:targetNamespace attribute is derived from the cdl:targetNamespace of cdl:package

participantType partnerLink

relationshipType partnerLinkType

variable variable bpel:messageType attribute is derived from the cdl:type of related cdl:informationType

channelType correlationSet bpel:properties is derived from cdl:name of cdl:token within cdl:identity

sequence sequence

parallel flow

choice if-else bpel:condition is manually defined by process designer

workunit

repeat = false, block = false if-else bpel:condition is manually defined by process designer

repeat = true while bpel:condition is manually defined by process designer

block = true – No mapping

interaction

action = request invoke Current party is mentioned in cdl:fromRole

action = request receive current party is mentioned in cdl:toRole

action = respond reply current party is mentioned in cdl:fromRole

action = respond receive Current party is mentioned in cdl:fromRole (synchronous reply)

assign assign

Finalise compensationHandler

noAction empty

silentAction sequence with nested empty silentAction is manually defined by process designer

R. Khadka et al. / Computers in Industry xxx (2013) xxx–xxx 5
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WS-CDL editor to produce a choreography specification. Each
transformation is discussed in the sequel.

5.1. Core transformation (T2)

The core transformation T2 has been described using ATL
according to the mapping between WS-CDL and WS-BPEL
metamodel elements shown in Table 1, and has been executed
with the ATL engine for two different source models as explained in
Section 6. The ATL engine reads a WS-CDL XMI source model as
input, executes the transformation rules, and generates a WS-BPEL
XMI target model as defined in the ATL transformation specifica-
tion.
WS-CDL 
mod el

WS-CDL 
metamodel

Tran sform
specifica

Tran sform
lang ua 

Metametam

Tran sform
engin

instan ce of

instan ce of

uses

sou rce

Fig. 2. Transformat

WS-CDL 
XML 

Syntax
T1

WS-CDL 
mod el
(XMI)

T2

Fig. 3. Transformation chain from a WS-CDL 
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An excerpt of transformation T2 is shown in Listing 3, in which
the roleType construct of WS-CDL is transformed to a WS-BPEL
process. A roleType construct is used to specify the observable
behaviour of a participant in the collaboration. In our approach we
transform a choreography to a centralised orchestration, so we
generate a process for the centralised orchestrator (manufacturer).
The name and targetnamespace of the process is derived
accordingly from the WS-CDL specification. The variables associ-
ated with the process are derived from the variables of the WS-CDL
specification, partnerlinks of the process are generated from other
roleTypes of the WS-CDL specification, and the activity constructs
of the process are generated from the activity constructs of the WS-
CDL specification.
WS-BPEL
metamodel 

ation 
tion

ation 
ge

ode l

ation
e

WS-BPEL 
mod el

instan ce of

instan ce of

instan ce of

executes

instan ce of

uses

targe t

ion approach.

WS-BPEL 
mod el 
(XMI)

WS-BPEL
XML 

Syntax
T3

specification to a WS-BPEL specification.
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<<xml >>
WS-CDL spe cificati on

pi4soa
Choreog raph y mo deling

<<format >>
artefact

AM3 fram ework (T1)
Tran sfo rms WS -CD L(XML ) to WS-CD L(XMI ) 

<<atl >>
WS-CDL (XML ) to WS -CD L(XMI )

<<xmi >>
WS-CD L(XMI )

ATL  framework  (T2)
Tran sfo rms WS -CD L(XMI ) to WS-BPE L(XMI ) 

<<atl >>
WS-CDL to WS -BPE L

<<xmi >>
WS-BPE L(XMI )

AM3 fram ework  (T3)
Tran sfo rms WS -BPE L(XMI ) to WS-BPE L(XML ) 

<<atl >>
WS-BPE L(XMI ) to WS -BPE L(XML )

<<xml >>
WS-BPE L process

[step  no.]

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

Legend

Tools
Task pe rformed

Fig. 4. Implementation steps.
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Fig. 5 shows a diagrammatic representation of the transforma-
tion depicted in Listing 3 in terms of the mappings between
metamodel elements.

5.2. Auxiliary transformations (T1 and T3)

The auxiliary transformations T1 and T3 have been implemented
by leveraging the ATL’s XML injector and extractor for injecting and
extracting XML models into and from the XMI metamodel syntax,
respectively. We used the AtlanMod Megamodel Management5

(AM3) framework to implement the XML injector in transformation
T1 and the XML extractor in transformation T3. In order to perform
these transformations, we have used the XML metamodel, adapted
from the AM3 zoo,6 as shown in Fig. 6.

The code excerpt in Listing 4 shows part of transformation T1 in
ATL between the XML source model and the WS-CDL XMI target
model. However, running this code directly in the ATL engine does
not result in the desired WS-CDL XMI format, so we use the XML
injection mechanism. Similarly, in the transformation T3 we use
the XML extraction mechanism to extract WS-BPEL XML code from
the WS-BPEL XMI format.

The code excerpt in Listing 5 shows the ATL Ant task that
invokes the XML injection of transformation T1. Task am3.load-

Model loads a model with injectors and task am3.atl executes the
5 http://wiki.eclipse.org/AM3.
6 http://www.emn.fr/z-info/atlanmod/index.php/Ecore#XML_1.1.

Please cite this article in press as: R. Khadka, et al., Model-driven app
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cdl2xmi.atl transformation. Finally, task am3.saveModel is used to
save the model in XMI format. Similarly XML extraction is also
carried out in transformation T3 to transform WS-BPEL XMI model
to WS-BPEL XML model.

Transformation T3 successfully generated the WS-BPEL skele-
ton from the given WS-CDL specification. The choreography has a
higher abstraction level than the orchestration, so the choreogra-
phy lacks the internal details of the participating services of the
collaboration. Therefore, we had to manually add some missing
details to the generated WS-BPEL process. After these details have
been included, the WS-BPEL specification was validated for
conformance with the WS-BPEL XML schema. We also imported
the WS-BPEL process in the Eclipse BPEL designer tool [32] to check
the behaviour of the orchestrator, and tested this behaviour for
correctness, with successful results. The details of the auxiliary
transformations can be found in [3,33].

6. Application examples

We validated our approach with two application scenarios: a
purchase order scenario and a build-to-order scenario. The
application scenarios are explained in the sequel.

6.1. Purchase order scenario

The purchase order scenario is used as an example to illustrate
the usability of our approach, and is already introduced in Section
roach to enterprise interoperability at the technical service level,
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Listing 3
Excerpt of transformation T2.

-- @pat h CD L=/ tes t2B pel /CD L.e cor e
-- @pat h BP EL= /te st2 Bpe l/B PEL .eco re
modu le cdlT oBp el;
crea te OUT : BPEL fr om IN : CDL;

help er def : orch est rat or : Stri ng = 'M anu fac tur er' ;
help er def : isOr che str ato r() : CDL! Rol eTy pe =

CDL !Rol eTy pe. all Ins tan ces () - >
selec t(r | not r.i sCo nne cte dToC han nel Typ e()
and r.n ame = thi sMo dul e.o rch estr ato r)->fi rst ();

rule ro leTy pe2 BPE Lpr oce ss{
fro m
s: CDL!R ole Typ e (not s. isC onn ecte dTo Cha nne lTy pe( )
and s. nam e = th isM odu le. orc hest rat or)

to
t: BPEL! Pro ces s(
name <-  s.n ame +'P roc ess ',
targ etNa meS pac e <- s.ge tTa rget Nam esp ace (),
vari able s <- s.ge tVa ria ble s()

   - >col lec t(v | thi sMo dul e.v arTo Var (v) ),
part nerL ink s <- s.ge tRo leT ypes (),
scop eEle men tAc tiv ity <- CD L!A ctiv ity .al lIn sta nce s() ,
corr elat ion set <- CD L!C han nelT ype .al lIn sta nce s()
) }
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2.1. The WS-CDL choreography specification has been produced
using Pi4soa WS-CDL editor, and transformations T1, T2 and T3
have been performed on this specification. We obtained a WS-BPEL
skeleton for the manufacturer process as result, which was
validated against the WS-BPEL XML schema. The generated WS-
BPEL specification was then imported in the Eclipse BPEL designer
to check the behaviour of the orchestrator, which complies with
the behaviour of choreography. Fig. 7 shows the WS-BPEL process
of the orchestrator in the Eclipse BPEL designer.
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+name
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Fig. 5. WS-CDL RoleType to WS-B
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6.2. Build-To-Order scenario

The Build-To-Order (BTO) application scenario, adopted from
[27], is also used as an example to illustrate the usability of our
approach. We briefly introduce this scenario with the sequence
diagram shown in Fig. 8.

The BTO scenario consists of a customer, a manufacturer, and
suppliers for CPUs, main boards and hard disks. The manufacturer
offers assembled IT hardware equipment to its customers and has
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+que ryLanguag e
+expressionLanguag e
+supp ressJoinFail ure
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le
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PEL Process transformation.
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Fig. 6. XML metamodel.
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adopted a BTO business model in which it holds a certain part of
the individual hardware components in stock and orders missing
components if necessary. The customer sends a quote request with
details about the required hardware equipment to the manufac-
turer. The latter sends a quote response back to the customer. As
long as the customer and the manufacturer do not agree on the
quote, this process is repeated. Upon reaching a mutual agreement,
the customer sends a purchase order to the manufacturer. If the
manufacturer needs to obtain hardware components to fulfil the
purchase order, it sends an appropriate hardware order to the
respective supplier. In turn, the supplier sends a hardware order
Listing 4
Excerpt of transformation T1.

modu le cdl2 xmi ;
crea te OUT : CDL fro m IN : XM L;

rule Ro ot2P ack age {
fro m
s : XML!R oot
to
t : CDL!P ack age (
name <-'P ack age ',
chil dren <-Sequ enc e{n ame , autho r, tgn sp, ve rsi on,
s.i nfor mat ion Typ e, s.r ela tio nTyp e,
s.p arti cip ant Typ e, s.r ole Typ e,
s.t oken Loc ato r, s.t oke n,
s.c hore gra phy Pkg , s.ch ann elTy pe} ),

...
}

Listing 5
Illustration of XML injection (ant task).

<pro jec t na me= "CD L2B PEL " defa ult ="tr ans for mAl l">
<!-- oth er tas ks -->
<!-- Inje ct sou rce mo del  -- >
<am 3.l oadM ode l mode lHa ndl er= "EM F" name ="x mlM ode l" meta mod el= "XM 
<inj ecto r name ="X ML" />

</a m3. load Mod el>
<!-- Tr ansf orm XM L mode l into CD L mo del -- >
<am 3.a tl path ="/ pro jec t/c dl2 xmi. atl ">
<inMo del nam e=" IN" mo del ="x mlMo del "/>
<inMo del nam e=" XML " mode l=" XML "/>
<inMo del nam e=" CDL " mode l=" CDL "/>
<outM ode l na me= "OU T" mod el= "cdl Mod el" me tam ode l=" CDL "/>
</a m3. atl >

<am3 .sa veMo del mo del ="c dlM ode l" path ="/ pro jec t/c dl. xmi" />
</pr oje ct>
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response to the manufacturer. Finally, the manufacturer sends a
purchase order response back to the customer.

Initially, the choreography of BTO was modelled using the
Pi4soa WS-CDL editor, and subsequently T1, T2 and T3 transfor-
mations have been performed. The WS-BPEL skeleton for the
manufacturer process was obtained as result, which was validated
against the WS-BPEL XML schema. The generated BPEL specifica-
tion was then imported in the Eclipse BPEL designer to check the
behaviour of the orchestrator, which complies with the behaviour
of the choreography. Fig. 9 shows the WS-BPEL process of the
orchestrator in the Eclipse BPEL designer.

7. Related work

Several approaches [24,25,30] reported in the literature have
addressed transformations from WS-CDL to WS-BPEL.

In [28], the transformation from a WS-CDL choreography to a
WS-BPEL based orchestration process is presented. The mapping of
WS-CDL constructs to WS-BPEL constructs is provided, which is
implemented in recursive XSLT as a proof-of-concept to realise the
transformation. The transformation is bidirectional, i.e., the XSLT
script can generate a WS-BPEL process from a WS-CDL specifica-
tion, and vice versa. In [27], a WS-CDL to WS-BPEL transformation
approach is proposed in which Service Level Agreements (SLAs),
which are defined as the annotations of the WS-CDL specification,
are also transformed into WS-BPEL policies. The transformation
mapping from WS-CDL to WS-BPEL is inspired by [28] and the
transformation is implemented using Java.

Weber et al. [34] propose a transformation approach to
generate a WS-BPEL process from a WS-CDL specification that
L" pat h=" /pr ojec t/p o.c dl" >
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Fig. 7. Manufacturer WS-BPEL process of the purchase order scenario.
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introduces the concept of information gap to represent the
different levels of details between a choreography and an
orchestration. They also indicate that the sum of orchestrations
contains more knowledge than the choreography they implement.
The proposed approach is implemented in Java. Unlike our MDA
Customer Manufacturer Supplier CP

requestForQuote

QuoteResp

updateQuote

QuoteResp

sendPurchaseOrder

orderCPU

CPUOdrResp

OrderMainb

MainboardOr

PurchaseOrdResp

Fig. 8. Sequence diagram of B
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based transformation approach, the transformation approaches
mentioned above are either based on XSLT or on general purpose
programming languages like Java. Such transformations are in
general harder to maintain and understand when compared to
MDA-based transformations [10].

Recently, Model-Driven Interoperability (MDI) for EI has
received significant attention in academia and has resulted in
various interoperability frameworks such as the IDEAS Interoper-
ability Framework [35] and the ATHENA Interoperability Frame-
work (AIF) [36]. The IDEAS interoperability framework focuses on
structuring interoperability issues into business, knowledge,
semantics, and architecture and platform issues. Based on IDEAS,
the AIF defines interoperability at the following levels: enterprise/
business, process, service, and information/data. The service level
of the AIF defines the Platform-Independent Model for Service-
Oriented Architecture (PIM4SOA) metamodel and the toolset
facilitates the transformation of a PIM4SOA model to a WS-BPEL
model, as an alternative to the transformation from WS-CDL to
WS-BPEL. The COIN research project aims at studying, developing
and prototyping open, self-adaptive, generic ICT solutions for
enterprise collaborations and EI [37]. An EI baseline framework has
been developed in this project to facilitate EI using MDI and
semantic mediation interoperability [38]. Further, the Manufactur-
ing Service Ecosystem (MSEE) research project has also proposed
model transformations within MDI to achieve EI [39]. However, the
COIN and MSEE projects do not explicitly address transformations
from choreographies to orchestrations, so that their work can be
considered complementary to ours.

8. Discussion

In the both application scenarios, transformation T3 success-
fully generated a WS-BPEL skeleton of the orchestrators from their
respective WS-CDL specifications. Choreographies have a higher
abstraction level than orchestrations, since a choreography does
not represent the internal details of the participating services in
the collaboration. Therefore, in general it is not possible to generate
a complete executable WS-BPEL process, with all the necessary
U Supplier Mainboard Supplier Harddisk

oard

dResp

OrderHarddisk

HarddiskOrdResp

TO application scenario.
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Fig. 9. WS-BPEL process of the manufacturer process of the BTO scenario.
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internal details of the participating services, from a choreography.
In our approach, the process designer has to manually provide the
missing details to the generated the executable WS-BPEL
specifications. These missing details are indicated in the transfor-
mation mappings depicted in Table 1, i.e., the process designer has
to specify the conditions manually. Particularly, a process designer
has to add implementation-specific information to the resulting
process, which includes the conditions of the WS-BPEL if-else

constructs and the activities of the related parties in case silent

activities have been defined in the WS-CDL specification. After
these details are added, the WS-BPEL specifications can be
Please cite this article in press as: R. Khadka, et al., Model-driven app
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validated against the executable schema of the WS-BPEL standard
and imported to the Eclipse BPEL designer. For example, Listing 6
depicts an excerpt of the WS-BPEL process skeleton generated for
the manufacturer process of the BTO application scenario, in which
the process designer has to manually add a condition to replace the
empty condition default = 0.

The WS-CDL specifications of both application scenarios and
the generated WS-BPEL specifications of both the orchestrators are
available in [3].

Our choice of generating centralised orchestration in WS-BPEL
follows from the popularity and simplicity of this choice. The
roach to enterprise interoperability at the technical service level,
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Listing 6
Excerpt of the generated WS-BPEL process skeleton.

<flo w name ="p ara lle l">
<if nam e =" Cho ice _CP Uno tIn Sto ck" >

<cond iti on> "de fau lt= 0"< /co ndit ion >
<se que nce >

<inv oke op era tio n =" ord erC PU" .. />
</s equ enc e>

...

...
</fl ow>
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generation of decentralised orchestrations introduces various
issues, such as distribution and partitioning of responsibilities of
each participant in the choreography accordingly in each
orchestration process. These issues make it difficult to generalise
the transformations, therefore hindering the automation of the
transformation process. Furthermore, multiple orchestrations are
required to run, possibly in different orchestration engines, so that
proper runtime support for error handling in each process is
necessary [24].

The approach proposed in this paper uses a metamodelling-based
model transformation, in which we represent the abstract syntax of
both source and target models in the definition of the WS-CDL and
WS-BPEL metamodels, respectively. The relationships between
source and target model are presented as transformation mapping,
and we implemented this transformation mapping in the ATL
transformation language. This approach falls under the ‘‘transfor-
mation language support’’ category [10], in which a language is used
that provides a set of constructs for explicitly expressing, composing,
and applying the transformation. We use metamodelling to express
the source and target models at a higher level of abstraction when
compared with transformations implemented using a general-
purpose programming language, such as Java, C#, or transformations
based on scripting languages like XSLT. It has been acknowledged
that transformations implemented with general-purpose program-
ming languages tend to be hard to write, comprehend, and maintain
while XSLT-based transformations require experience and consid-
erable effort to define and implement [10].

9. Conclusions

In this paper we presented an approach to facilitate enterprise
collaboration by addressing EI problems caused by system
heterogeneity and business-technology misalignment in the
context of continuous change. Our approach uses a largely
automated model transformation to obtain a centralised orches-
tration from a choreography, and, hence, improves the efficiency
and accuracy of the enterprise collaboration process. A choreogra-
phy defines the common behaviour (message exchanges) of the
interoperating enterprises, abstracting from the internal details of
the participants. In contrast, an orchestration defines the
coordination between the interoperating services from the
Please cite this article in press as: R. Khadka, et al., Model-driven app
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perspective of an orchestrator process that handles this coordina-
tion. We used WS-CDL to specify choreographies, WS-BPEL to
specify centralised orchestrations and a chain of transformations,
implemented in ATL, to transform a given WS-CDL choreography to
a WS-BPEL process. The approach has been illustrated with an
implementation prototype and its feasibility and general applica-
bility have been demonstrated with two simple yet representative
application scenarios. We also discussed the technical challenges
of implementing the WS-CDL to WS-BPEL transformation. Our
transformation represents an improvement over the currently
existing manual transformations. In particular, our transformation
facilitates collaboration at business service level by preserving the
interoperability requirements captured in choreographies when
moving from the choreography to the orchestration level.

With our proposed approach, we demonstrated the suitability
of model transformations to (semi-) automate EI. In particular, we
claim that our approach offers the following contributions to EI: (i)
draws on the important service-orientation trend in business, (ii)
links business interoperation requirements (expressed as a
choreography of services) to technical interoperability solutions
(in terms of a service orchestration process), and, (iii) is suitable for
the changing business context for EI, where occasional drastic
technology-based changes are replaced by more frequent changes
driven by evolving requirements and emerging opportunities for
value creation in business networks.

Several directions have been identified for future work. More
resilient industrial case studies could be performed to validate the
current approach and assess its practical applicability for
deployment in industry. The results of these industrial case
studies could be compared with similar case studies in which the
transformations are manually performed by domain experts. An
interesting line of work is to enhance the proposed approach to
include in the transformations service level agreements (SLA)
defined as annotations in the WS-CDL specification, which should
be transformed into WS-BPEL policies. Another possible direction
is the automatic generation of WSDL specifications for each
participant from the choreography description, which can ease the
deployment and testing of the behaviour of the generated WS-BPEL
process. A more challenging direction is to investigate the support
of some patterns of distributed orchestrations, and to build tools
that allow designers to choose the transformation strategy.
roach to enterprise interoperability at the technical service level,
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Appendix A. Metamodels

See Figs. A.1 and A.2.
Fig. A.1. WS-CDL metamodel.
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